Junior Class To Present ‘Emerald Ball’ Tomorrow

Buddy Morrow To Play At Annual Junior Prom

Condojani Selects Cabinet, Sets Date For Summit Parley

Professor Hadad To Speak Today

Students Attack Corridors, Skip Lunch For State Fair

Check your opinions against LM’s Campus Opinion Poll ‘17

Who is the greatest living American?

MEN: do you smoke an occasional pipe as well as cigarettes?

Expect more, get more, from L&M

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE

Typing errors never show on Correctable Typewriter. The special surfacemakes corrections as easy as writing. Just draw a line across the errors and write on the surface—without a trace—with just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results shown above were with just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results shown above were with just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results shown above were with just an ordinary pencil eraser.
To the New Administration

We've discovered some new traditions that have been emerging in the tradition of our former traditions called "aggregates," called quality, but now it has a new title. It's sponsored by student associations. Another continuing tradition is raised under selection on the basis of its expression.

Why is there no system of type for committee chairmen's names? Why aren't positions given to people because of ability and experience instead of seniority or performance? A group of students have never attended a Homecoming Weekend, and last year's co-chairman was one of them. Why did someone choose a Parent's Day co-chairman who had never attended a Parent's Day?

These did not very commendable work and couldn't expect more from people of the more stable positions. Why? How many of the most qualified students would have been on our campus last year? Why? Wasn't it selected from the list of interests, ability, and time?

Better methods of selecting students to organize Activities Day, Homecoming, Spring Fair, would also contribute to this trend. The majority of Alpha State students were extremely active in their community activities last year, but they have been gradually eliminated by the effects of student government to recognize only the "elite." The active student deserves the opportunity to gain three titles of "benefits of extra-curricular activities." The next time someone comments that State College is manufactured by a few in student remoteness — it isn't necessary. You have the responsibility of correcting the situation.

Suppression?

The time has come for critical recognition of our "real" publication, suppression. We believe that some of the activity appearing in suppression are in questionable taste, but every student would probably agree that we need a more controlled policy. Two first issues are left in hopes of the required student members now in student government, and the administration has suggested that this might be one way to avoid this problem. We suggest that this might be more important in eliminating or removing this problem thus in publishing with our own control, which would be no different from being a student association.

We think there is the existence of realism and creativity on our campus, or they are, at least, police, police, police. What is freedom of the press that is limited? Many faculty members contend and support suppression. Such efforts should be encouraged and supported. We believe that the school administration is doing a great deal to curb this type of libel and propaganda, and we believe that the school administration should be criticized for the greater protection of the "rivals" of these two decades.

Notice

Our state students who are enrolled in liberal arts programs will pay a tuition of $5 per hour. Tuition will be due on the first day of classes, but we will have a grace period of three weeks. If you do not pay your tuition by the end of the third week, your name will be placed on the registration list and you will not be permitted to register for courses.

Under the present law, a student, who is not a registered student in the College, shall not be permitted to register for courses. This includes those who are enrolled in liberal arts programs.

Remember the holiday season is a time to be quiet and reflective. Let's face it - everyone can't have their way all the time.

To the Editor:

Here is naturally some over nebulous quiver that baffles lions and tigers.

Let's face it - everyone can't have their way all the time.
Five Experts Try Out To Cast Roles
In Discussion

A panel of experts may have been pleased that Saturday night's Theatre Arts candidate, Mr. Thayer Boyer, did not have to sit right down and try the part of Main Street Yankee immediately. The group of experts that gathered to discuss the play, "An American's Mother," which is being presented at the Strand Theater, would have been more than pleased to have Mr. Boyer and his associates try out for the parts of Main Street Yankee and other roles.

The class in Advanced Dramatics Tuesday at 6 p.m. in Richardson Auditorium was attended by Mr. and Mrs. Boyer, Mr. and Mrs. James Leonard, and Miss Kay Jurewicz. The panelists were:

- Mr. James Leonard, instructor in Advanced Dramatics at Oneonta State College.
- Miss Kay Jurewicz, student assistant in Advanced Dramatics at Oneonta State College.
- Miss Linda Kails, student assistant in Advanced Dramatics at Oneonta State College.
- Mr. Charles Jurewicz, student assistant in Advanced Dramatics at Oneonta State College.
- Mr. Charles Jurewicz, student assistant in Advanced Dramatics at Oneonta State College.

The dialogue was good, though, and often a bright flash of wit appeared, flickered momentarily and was gone. The same might be said of the play itself.

The play, the second act of which was presented on March 25, is a two-act play by Thornton Wilder. The play is set in the home of an American family in the 19th century, and it deals with the problems of a young couple in love and the clash of old and new ideas in society. The play is a classic example of American drama, and it is widely regarded as one of the finest American plays ever written.

The play was presented at the Strand Theater, and it was well received by the audience. The actors performed with great skill, and the production was well directed. The play is a classic example of American drama, and it is widely regarded as one of the finest American plays ever written.
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Remember Who We Are and What We Represent: My Recurrent Nightmare

By a Biology Major

As I think back, I can’t remember how we were. Yes, I’ve always been interested in how the world works. We had this great idea that the world would be taken care of. I remember the days when I thought everything would be okay. But, now I can’t see that anymore. Everything has changed. It’s not the same anymore.

I can tell the point of view of many brothers, that the public is either to blame. We have to stop being so selfish. We have to learn to be responsible. But, it’s too late. We have to start being more concerned about what we’re doing.

I’d like to see a better world, but I don’t think it’s possible. We have to start thinking about what we’re doing. We can’t keep doing the same thing over and over again.

You Can’t Help It!

Frosh Remember Exploits! Women Successfully Trap Men

Career Cues:

Whatever your major, make sure to include a course in ‘people’!

Current Comment:

Tactics Versus The Beliefs

By M. J. Pierce

What our nation requires is to be able to understand the public’s external changes. Our goal is to make sure that our nation remains strong. We have to start thinking about what we’re doing.
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Seniors & Grads
ORDER YOUR
COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS
NOW!
at the Co-op
DEADLINE - MARCH 2

Co-op SALE!!

Miscellaneous Greeting Cards
Values up to $3.75
25c

Come on baby, let's do the TWIST!!

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
ALL MILD BLENDED MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD - TASTE SATISFY

For two hours for a total of $2.00 per pack.

SNACK BAR

Where Unit meets
Characters Meet
To Dance
Universal
Trains

AMC Notice
This AMC facility is closed on Sundays. However, there will be for all members of NYU at this facility at 12 noon. In case of rain, he facility.

GERALD DRUG CO.
219 Great Western Ave. Albany, N.Y.
Phone 6380
House Hounds

State Offers Employment

A New York State agency has been approached by the College to supply college-aged, part-time teachers to graduate or supernumerary positions in the State. The positions are available on campus, and there are opportunities for employment in the community. Interested students should contact the State Office of Employment for further information.

HELP WANTED

Last Wednesday night, the SIC student body held a meeting to discuss the possibility of participating in the State Offers Employment program. The meeting was attended by representatives from the SIC, the College, and the State Office of Employment. The discussion centered on the potential benefits and drawbacks of the program, and the need for further information on the opportunities available.

Friday - 7 to 9:15 P.M. DTH

DTH - Daily Times Union

"LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME"

A presentation of the New American Science Fiction

SATURDAY - 3:30 P.M. PAGE HALL

Great White - Diane Verze

"COMPULSION" - A Cynicism

Student Presentation on the New American Science Fiction

NOTICES

Franz Gross

Students interested in attending the Science Fiction program should contact Mr. Franz Gross in Room 206, Draper Hall.
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State Fair

Visitors to the State Fair will be greeted by the Editorial Board on Saturday Night in the Reckless Chase.

Detectives Track Down State Fair Saturday Night in Reckless Chase

By MARY LOUIS DURKIN

For the Record: Mayor Charles D. Neureuther, Charles Neureuther, as the Mayor of the City of Albany, will be in attendance at the State Fair on Saturday Night.

The Board of Trustees, Administration, Faculty.

Student of the Greatest Historical Facts of Interview with Prime Minister of China.

The students of the Greatest Historical Facts of Interview with Prime Minister of China were given the opportunity to interview the Prime Minister of China. The Prime Minister spoke about his experiences and his views on the future of China. The students were impressed with his knowledge and his insights.
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